
ics of the USSR and combines all fields of the physical 
sciences. It publishes experimental and theoretical work 
of general interest to physics, whereas more specialized 
material is now sent to the appropriate journal. Exper
ience has shown that there really is a continuing need for 
a journal of this kind to cover all fields in physics, de
spite the trend towards narrow specialization seen in 
physics and in the other sciences. Table I contains data 
for 1975 and includes most journals of physics published 
by the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. We see that 
JETP is still the biggest journal of physics. We see 
also that whereas the average length of articles for most 
journals is 4-5 pages, for JETP this figure is consider
ably higher-about 10 pages. 

Foreign policy plays a major role in the Soviet state 
and is geared towards d~tente and the prevention of war. 

International SCientific cooperation and particularly the 
exchange of SCientific information is part of that policy. 
For more than twenty years now this exchange has been 
facilitated by the fact that most of our journals of phys
ics are translated into English and published in the USA. 
Accordingly, VINITI reproduces a large number of fo-r
eign journals. The last column in the table gives the 
number of English copies of journals published by the 
American Institute of Physics. Over the sixty years 
since the founding of the Soviet state, Soviet physics 
has explored many avenues and now enjoys a leading 
place in world SCience. We can be sure that in years to 
come Soviet science will remain equal to the tasks faCing 
our country. 

Translated by J. Mitchell 

Distribution of stars in the neighborhood of a massive 
compact body 
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The steady-state distribution of the stars in the neighborhood of a massive compact body (black hole. 
supermassive star. etc.) at the center of a spherically symmetric star cluster is investigated. A two
dimensional Fokker-Planck equation is used, without additional assumptions about the form of the 
distribution function, to fmd the flow rate (swallowing rate) of stars through the tidal radius 't. In the 
region between 't and the critical radius 'cri" in which diffusion of the star orbits to low angular 
momentum is important, the spatial density of the stars varies as n (, ) ex , - 112. and the distribution 
function deviates strongly from the power-law from f ex IEiP withp = const considered previously in the 
literature. A power-law section of the distribution function with p = 1/4 is restricted to the region in 
which diffusion of the star orbits to different energies is decisive, with the result that the n (,) ex , -7/4 cusp 
in the star density corresponding to this function must be restricted to the region 'crit < , < 'h' where 'h is 
the capture radius of the massive body. Some astrophysical consequences of the star distribution are 
discussed. In particular, it is pointed out that in the globular clusters with x-ray bursters (taken by many 
to be massive black holes with M - 1(¥-103M0 ) the excess star density to be expected around the black 
hole will be only very slight. 

PACS numbers: 98.20.Hn, 98.l0.+z, 97.60.Lf 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The possible existence in nature of massive (M 
>loZMo) compact bodies-whether collapsed (black holes) 
or not (super massive stars, magnetoids)-poses serious 
problems for theory in connection with the detection of 
such objects. As they will be formed with greatest prob
ability at the centers of spherical star systems (nuclei 

where (v 2 )1/2 is the velocity dispersion of the stars in 
the cluster. If a star approaches sufficiently close to 
the massive body, the consequence is even more drastic: 

of galaxies, globular clusters), it is of considerable in
terest to investigate the interaction of such bodies with 
the surrounding stars. 

The gravitational field of a massive body can signifi
cantly influence the motion of the surrounding stars if 
their orbits approach closer than the distance known as 
the capture radius r h of the hole: 

2GM ( M ) ( <lI'>'" )-' r,=--",,2.7·1O" -- [em], <v'> lO'Me 10km/see 
(1) 

The star may be disrupted by the tidal forces. For a 
star with mean density p, the radius at which tidal forces 
are sufficient for its disruption (tidal radius) is given by 
an expression that was already found by Jeans: 

6 M) '" ( M ) '" ( p )-'" r,"" (-- ""1.4-10" -,- -. [em1. 
ot p lOMG p. 

(2) 

The tidal radius is small compared with r h but for a star 
like the Sun it is still much greater than the graVitational 
radius of the black hole r~ =2GM/c 2 =3.108 (M/l03M o) cm 
if M<108Mo, or the radius of stabilized rotation of a 
supermassive star R '" 1018(M/l08Mc) cm if M < 5' lO f Mo ' 

Under these Circumstances, the compact object does not 
swallow the star in a Single gulp, but disrupts it by tidal 
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forces. In the case of a massive black hole, the disrup
tion of stars, and also the accretion of gas liberated by 
the disruption are especially interesting since they may 
be observed and used to detect black holes. 

In the present paper, we concentrate our attention on 
a different important aspect-the influence of the com
pact massive body on the distribution of the stars sur
rounding it. [1-5] We assume that the body (which for 
brevity we shall henceforth call a black hole) is at the 
center of a spherically symmetric cluster containing a 
large number of stars (in globular clusters N-105_106, 

in the nucleus of a galaxy like ours, N-107_10S). The 
mass of the black hole is usually assumed to be much 
less than the mass of the complete cluster: m «M«NM, 
where m is the mass of an individual star (for simplicity, 
we assume that the stars are identical and have mass 
m <=M). Peebles, [1] who was the first to consider the 
distribution of stars around a black hole, assumed that 
the distribution function of the stars bound by the black 
hole, i. e., the stars for which the energy 

E=mv'12-GMmlr (3) 

is negative, has a power-law form: f a:. I E I', P = const. 
From the condition that the flow rate of the stars is in
dependent of the energy E, he found p =~. This leads 
to an n(r)a:.r-9/4 cusp in the spatial density of the stars 
near the black hole. A more rigorous treatment[Z.5] us
ing a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation to de
scribe the diffusion of the star orbits to different energies 
showed that a power-law distribution function with p = ~ 
is an unacceptable solution because, although the flow 
rate is independent of the energy E, it implies a very 
rapid rate of diffusion of stars away from the black hole. 
In[z.51, the exponent p =t was obtained by requiring. 
formally a vanishing flow rate of stars into the sphere of 
radius r,. In this case, the density of stars near the 
black hole is given by nCr) a:. r -7/4. It is interesting to 
note that as early as 1964 Gurevich[6] obtained an analo
gous solution for the distribution of electrons in the 
neighborhood of a positively charged Coulomb center. 

In reality, the flow rate of stars through the sphere of 
radius r, is finite, which leads to a nonequilibrium dis
tribution function. The flow rate is governed by the dif
fusion of the star orbits to different angular momen-
ta, [4.5] i. e., it is related to anisotropy of the distribution 
function. In[4], Frank and Rees found the flow rate on the 
basis of the qualitative analogy with heat conduction in a 
hemispherical shell; in[5] it was found by analyzing a 
two-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation derived under 
the assumption that the energy dependence of the distri
bution function has a power-law form. 

In the present paper, the steady-state distribution of 
the stars around a black hole is analyzed by means of 
the Fokker-Planck equation, but in deriving the basic 
equation we do not assume a power-law distribution func
tion, which turns out to be very important. The paper 
is divided up as follows. In Sec. 2, we derive the Boltz
mann equation for the distribution of the stars with al
lowance for their twO-body interactions. In Sec. 3, we 
analyze the steady-state solution of this equation ne-
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glecting the anisotropy of the distribution function and, 
therefore, the diffusion of the star orbits to different 
angular momenta. We find the corrections to the above 
power-law solution for the distribution function asso
ciated with the finite rate of flow of stars through the 
sphere defined by the tidal radius. In Sec. 4, the Boltz
mann equation with allowance for the anisotropy of the 
distribution function is derived. It enables one to find 
the steady-state flow rate of stars through the tidal ra
dius resulting from the diffusion of the star orbits to 
lower angular momenta. It is shown that this diffusion 
leads to an appreciable deviation of the distribution 
function from the power-law dependence f a:. IE 11/4 for 
E < Ecrit and to an effective cutoff off (E) at E <= LEcru. 
where 

and rcrit is the radius of the sphere within which the dif
fusion of the star orbits to different angular momenta 
becomes important. In Sec. 5, we consider the spatial 
distribution of the star density around a black hole. We 
show that in the case r crit < r h the distribution of the 
bound stars in the region r<rcrit is given by n(r)a:.r-1I2, 

so that the n(r)a:. r-714 cusp obtained for the star density 
without allowance for angular momentum diffusion is 
restricted to the region r crt t < r < r h. If r crt t ~ r h' there 
is no such cusp at all around a black hole. In Sec. 6, we 
discuss the results and some of their applications. 

2. THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 

The distribution function of the stars is described by 
the Boltzmann equation[7] 

oj a . 
at+ {H, f}= - ap' j', 

where 

j'=2n(Gm')'AJ d·P'W'·(a~.t-fj;' r). 
1 . 

w" = ,(u'II'"-u'u'); 
u 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

ul =m-1(pll - pi) is the relative velocity of two stars, and 
A = In( N/2) is the gravitational Coulomb logarithm. The 
collisional term in Eq. (4) takes into account only two
body interactions (the Fokker-Planck approximation). 
The Coulomb logarithm A appears in (5) because it is 
the distant encounters, in which the star trajectories 
change only slightly, that are deCisive for stars inter
acting through the Coulomb law. The orbit of an indi-. 
vidual star is changed appreciably over the relaxation 
time T R (the characteristic time of variation of the star's 
angular momentum), which is given by[S] 

2'h • v, 
Ta~ G' , A' 1t m nl:, 

(7) 

where Vc = (t < v 2 »1/2 is the velocity dispersion of the 
stars in the cluster along the line of sight and nc is the 
star density in the central part of the cluster (the core). 
The mean free path of stars in the cluster, Z-vc T R , is 
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much greater than the capture radius ria given by Eq. 
(1), namelyl2J 

lIr.-(Nm)'lmM>1, 

so that the distribution function f of the stars, which in 
the general case is a function of seven variables, can in 
a first approximation be assumed to depend on only the 
energy E, the angular momentum J, and the time. We 
shall assume that the distribution function of the stars 
for E>O is Maxwellian, i. e. 

f(E) =n,(2:rtm'vo') -¥, exp( -Elmv.'). (8) 

The problem of finding the function f(E, J, t) thus reduces 
to solving Eq. (4) in the energy region E < 0, i. e., for 
the stars that are bound by the black hole. 

3. DIFFUSION OF THE STAR ORBITS TO DIFFERENT 
ENERGIES 

In the steady-state case, Eq. (4) under neglect of the 
anisotropy of the distribution function (i. e., the depen
dence of f on J) reduces to the following equation, which 
was obtained for the first time in[SJ and later indepen
dently inl2J: 

S'" [dY(Z') dy(z) ] , 
i- dz' --y(z)---y(z') max(z.z )-¥'(z>O). 

dz' dz 
(9) 

where the dimensionless variables x, y, and i are de
fined by 

x=-Elmv,', y';" (2:rtm'v.') ¥'n,-'f(E) , 

x,=-EoImv/. E,=-GMmI2r" 

(10) 
(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Here, Nbltd is the rate of flow of the bound stars through 
the sphere defined by the tidal radius r,. Stars that 
pass within the tidal radius are disrupted there, so that 
we can take y(xo) =0 as a boundary condition for Eq. (9). 
Equation (9) describes the diffusion of the star orbits to 
different energies in the field of the black hole resulting 
from their two-body interactions, and this leads to a 
nonvanishing swallowing rate N bad by the hole. 

Under the formal condition i =0, the apprOximate solu
tion of the equation in the energy range 1 «x« Xo has the 
simple power-law form[Sl 

(14) 

Then the spatial density of the stars determined from the 
dimensionless distribution function (14) has the radial 
dependence n(r) ex: r -7'f (l2.S1). 

But in reality the swallowing rate is finite, which leads 
to a deviation of the distribution function from the power 
law y (x) ex: X 1'f and a corresponding restriction on the 
applicability of the solution (14). This must then c~nge 
the dependence n(r). 

We find the deviation of the solution of Eq. (9) in the 
region 1 «x«xo from the l!IOlution (14) with allowance 
for the finite flow rate, i. e., i *0. Differentiating thrice 
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we can reduce Eq. (9) to a differential equation whose 
solution under the condition ix« 1 can, as can be Shown, 
be represented in the form 

(15) 

The coefficients all a2,'" are found by substitution and 
are 

45 
a,s=; 64 ' ( 3 )" ( 5 )' 91 a,- 4" "8 41 ""0.3. (16) 

The flow rate N bad (respectively i) is determined, as 
we show below, by the diffusion of the star orbits to low
er angular momenta. To find the flow rate, we must 
have recourse to the Boltzmann equation that takes into 
account the anisotropy of the distribution function. 

4. DIFFUSION OF STAR ORBITS TO DIFFERENT 
ANGULAR MOMENTA 

The disruption of stars that pass within the tidal ra
dius leads to the appearance in the velocity space of a 
loss cone, [f] with semi-vertex angle 

r, [ 2GM ]'" sinB,,=- 1 +-.-(- . 
r r,v r) 

(17) 

Near the tidal radiUS, there are no stars within the loss 
cone, but with increasing distance from the black hole 
the boundaries of the loss cone are gradually smeared 
because of the diffusion of the star orbits between differ
ent angular momenta, so that outside a certain r crlt the 
loss cone is completely filled in with stars. The radius 
r crlt within which diffusion of the star orbits does not re
plenish the loss cone with stars is, in the case r crlt <ria, 
apprOximately equal to[f] 

(18) 

The distribution function of the stars with E<Ecrlt (Ecrlt 
= - GMm/2r crlt) becomes anisotropic since there are no 
stars whose orbits lie within the loss cone (17) or, which 
is the same thing, stars whose angular momenta satisfy 
J<Jo, where 

l,""m (2GMr,) 'f,. (19) 

We now find the equation which describes the diffusion 
of the star orbits between angular momenta for E<Ecrlt ' 
We proceed from Eq. (4), in which, recalling that f 
=f(E, J, t), we go over to the variables pi = (E, J, J.), i. e. , 
to integrals of the motion. This transition can be made 
conveniently by taking as intermediate variables the ac
tion variables 1'" and the canonically conjugate angle 
variables ,9a (a = 1, 2, 3) ([Sl). For the gravitational. 
field with potential U=-GM/r, the action variables, as 
in the Coulomb case, are 

I'=GMm(m/2IE/)"'-I. ['=1-1" /'=1,. (20) 

We shall regard the flux j B defined by Eq. (5) formally 
as a six-dimensional vector (/3 = 1, 2, •.. ,6), assuming 
that the spatial components of the flux are zero. Then 
Eq. (4) in these canonical variables takes the form 
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af a aH a aH aj~l) a;~·) 
ai+'a7}dar i ) -BF"Ltt" f) = -ap-- ott" . 

(21) 

Averaging Eq. (21) with respect to the periodic variables 
.f')0 and then gOing over from the action variables to the 
integrals of the motion pi, we obtain the equation 

!.L= -2n(Gm')'A~_a_[g"'(R"i-R'''~)] (22) 
at g'" ap' ap' ' 

where 

g,,,=a(I'.I''!') GM(~)" 
a (E,l,l,) 21EI' 

R' - 1 S d' ap' S ' ' 1m aj' 
, - (2n)' tta-pi d P w ap''''' 

1 Sap, ap' 
R," = (2n)' d'ttaj7~S d'p' w,mf'. 

As one of the boundary conditions for Eq. (22), we 
choose 

i(E. I.) =0. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(where Jo is determined by the expression (19», which 
corresponds to disruption (swallowing) of stars which 
stray into the loss cone. 

In the range of energies E < Ecrlt the characteristic 
time T" of diffusion of the star orbits through the angular 
momenta until they pass within the tidal radius (we shall 
show below that T,,- LTR ) is much shorter than the char
acteristic time of diffusion of the star orbits between 
different energies, which is TE-TRrCrlt/rt ([4]). There
fore, in this range of energies, the main contribution to 
the flow of stars through the tidal sphere comes about 
by the diffusion of the star orbits to lower angular mo
menta. From Eq. (22), we find that the flow rate is 

Emln . 
In the steady-state case, N bad is constant, and therefore 
the integrand in (27) does not depend on J. F.urther, by 
virtue of the boundary condition (26), f-O as J-Jo, and 
in the expression (27) at angular momenta J near Jo we 
can ignore the contribution of the first two terms com
pared with the third. Neglecting them, we obtain 

EcrH fj 

Iv =2(?n)'(Gm')'<\ S g'I'R "I_i_dE 
bod - • 'al' (28) 

B .... 

The coefficient R~ in (28) is calculated in the Appendix, 
and for JO<J«Jmu(E), where 

I,.,,(E) =GMm(mj2IEI ) "', (29) 

it is given by (see A. 9) 

R," = 5; m' ( ~~~)' j f(E') dE'. (30) 

" 
From (28), (30), the condition that the flow rate be in
dependent of the angular momentum, and with allowance 
for the boundary condition (26), we now find that the dis
tribution function for Jo<J«Jmu(E) has the form 
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f(E,/)=<t>(E)ln(III.). (31) 

By virtue of the weak (logarithmic) dependence of the 
distribution function on the angular momentum, to calcu
late NbDd we shall assume that (31) is also true for large 
angular momenta. Then (31) can be represented in the 
form 

i(E, I) =j(E)L-'ln(ljl.) , (32) 

where 

L=ln[/ .... (E)jlol. (33) 

and feE) is the isotropiC part of the distribution function. 

Substituting (23), (30), and (32) in (28) and going over 
to the dimensionless variables, we obtain 

5 -1 1 • 
!V.b""d-=N"- S ----;-v(x)dx SV(x')dx'. 

o 4 Lx" 
(34) 

:run 

The dependence of the distribution function y(x) in the 
region x> xcrlt must be determined by solving Eq. (22), 
but because the denominator of the integrand in (34) 
contains the x 7/2 the main contribution to the integral 
is made by the region near xcrlt. Therefore, to estimate 
the flow rate, we can use the distribution function (14) 
obtained from the solution of the problem of the energy 
diffusion of the star orbits. Substituting (14) in (34), we 
obtain 

(35) 

Here, L = t In(r crlt /r t ). Using (13) and (14), we find the 
numerical value of the flow rate: 

(A) ( L) -, ( r"" ) ., x-- -yr, 
10 5 r • 

(36) 

where rc is the radius of the cluster core. The radius 
r crit calculated in accordance with (18) is 

~=09(~)-·/n (..2..)""( n, )'/'(~)-'/' (37) 
r. . lO'Me 1 pc 5·10' pc" 10' 

Substituting (37) in (36), we finally obtain 

N. ""0.7'10-7 -- ' -'. ( M ) "I" ( n ) -'I, ( r ) "', 

bod 10'Me 5·10' pc" lpc 

( L ) -I ( \) 'I, ( M ) "I" ( n ) "" 
X 5' ~O yr· I ""2·1O-7 10'Me i'dO"pc" 

Vo -"I. L -t A SIt 

. COl cm/seJ h-) (10) .yr·'. (38) 

This expression for the flow r~te (38) coinCides to 
within a numerical factor of order 2 with the value ob
tained by Bahcall and WOlf[Sl on the basis of numerical 
calculations; it is approximately five times greater than 
the flow rate obtained by Lightman and Shapiro, [5] who 
assumed a power-law form of the distribution function 
when deriving the Fokker-Planck equation; and it is 
almost 30 times greater than Frank and Rees's esti
mate.[41 
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Comparing (35) and (12), we find 

C' 1 
'---<1 

L .x.fit ' (39) 

so that, as can be seen from (15), the simple power-law 
solutionf(x)a:x11t for the distribution function holds only 
in the region 1 «x« xcru . . 

The flow rate N""d given by Eq. (38) can be written in 
the form 

(40) 

,where N(r crtt) is the total number of stars below the crit
ical radiUS, and T B(r cru) is the relaxation time near r crU. 
This means that in a time T~-LTB all stars that at a giv
en time have energies E<Ecru come within the tidal ra
dius and are then disrupted. In other wordS, all stars 
whose orbits are bounded by the radius r crt. t are re
plenished in the time T~. On the other hand, during this 
same time the energy of an individual star is reduced as 
a result of energy diffusion to the value Emill - LEcrt.t. 
The disruption of stars within the tidal radius resulting 
from their angular momentum diffusion restricts the 
time stars remain in the energy range E<Ecru to T~ and 
leads to an effective cutoff of the distribution of the stars 
at Emill - LEcrt.t (Fig. 1). The value of Emill differs from 
Ecru by only a few times. For example, for globular 
clusters L - 5. In the case of the stars with energies 
Ecru <E<O, they will accumulate near the black hole by 
energy diffusion and form a density cusp. 

All the foregOing applied to the case r crU «r". But if 
r crU > r 11, then as a result of the angular momentum dif
fusion of the stars right down to tidal disruption, which 
takes place appreciably faster than the energy diffUSion, 
stars will not accumulate at all on orbits at a finite dis
tance from the black hole. In this case, the flow rate of 
stars through the tidal sphere will be determined by the 
unbound stars. If they have a Maxwellian distribution 
fWlction, their flow rate is 

""48.10-8 -- --'- ' ( M ) ./, ( n )'1'( r )-' 
. lO'Mo 10' pc-' '!'PC yr-1 , (41) 

which agrees with the expression found in[10]. It follows 
from (38) and (41) that in the case rcrU «r" 

(42) 

i. e., the flow of the unbound stars is much less than 
that of the bound ones. 

rrE; 

838 

FIG. 1. Distribution func
tion of the stars in the grav
itational field of a massive 
black hole. 
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the spa
tial density of stars near a mas
sive black hole in the case rau 
«rlt· 

5. DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPATIAL DENSITY OF 
STARS 

The spatial density of the stars around a massive 
black hole in the region r« r" when r crU «r" found from 
the distribution function (14) is[2,8] 

(43) 

This cusp in the density of the stars is due to their ac
cumulation in bound orbits. Allowance for the cutoff of 
the distribution function at Emill - LEeri t has the conse
quence that the density increases in accordance with the 
law n(r) a: r -7/. only as far as the radius r erU. In the 
region r < r «rlr crU the radial dependence of the density 
becomes weaker. Namely, using the distribution func
tion (32) and ignoring its anisotropy (which leads to an 
additional logarithmic dependence on r) we obtain for the 
density of bound stars 

l.B'm(,,1 

nbnJ.r)ex J f(E)[GMmlr-IEI),hdEexr"·. (44) 

The distribution of the bound stars near a massive black 
hole is shown in Fig. 2. 

If r erU ~ r", the density of the bound stars has no cusp 
at all because of their rapid consumption resulting from 
the diffusion of the star orbits to lower angular momen
ta. m In this case, the density of stars around the black 
hole is completely determined by the unbound stars, 
whose density for r« r" increases towards the center in 
accordance with the law n..llb(r) a:: r-l/2, as follows from 
the theory of spherical accretion. [11] 

Thus, if there is a point mass at the center of a star 
cluster, then the density of the stars around it, or rath
er, in the region r«r", r«rerlt, always varies in ac
cordance with the law n(r) a:: r-1/2 .1) Accordingly, the 
surface density a(s) of stars as a function of the distance 
s from the center of the cluster under these conditions is 

1-a (s) /a (0) ex s'''. (45) 

6. DISCUSSION 

The finite flow rate of stars through the tidal radius r f 
leads to an essentially nonequilibrium distribution of the 
stars around a massive black hole. The apprOximate 
power-law form fa:: IEll/4 of the distribution function can 
be obtained by assuming formally that the flow rate is 
zero. [2,5,8] As we have shown above, the finite flow rate 
has the consequence that this approximation is valid only 
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in the energy range Ecri t «E « - mv~ • In the region E 
<Ecru, in which angular momentum diffusion of the star 
orbits is decisive, the departure from the dependence 
fa: IEIII4 is appreciable, and the distribution function is 
no longer described by a power law. Therefore, in this 
range of energies the procedure for finding the distribu
tion function as a power law from the condition of formal 
vanishing of the star flow rate t5l is inconsistent and does 
not give the correct energy dependence. 

The exact form of the distribution function f (E, J) for 
E<Ecru must b~ determined by solving the two-dimen
sional Fokker-Planck equation. However, the flow rate 
of the stars into the tidal sphere in the case rcru «rh is 
determined basically, as can be seen from (34), by the 
value of the distribution function at the energy E - Ecru, 
which is the boundary of the region of energy diffusion of 
the star orbits. This flow rate can be found to within a 
numerical factor of order unity by means of the solution 
(14) for the distribution function in this region. It is 
found to be appreciably greater than the flow rate of the 
unbound stars. Since the number of stars in the region 
bounded by the radius r crit when ~crit «rh is compara
tively small, the diffusion approximation in which the 
flow rate is calculated ceases to be good and a more 
accurate estimate of the flow rate in this approximation 
is not worthwhile. 

The angular momentum diffusion of the star orbits and 
the disruption of the stars when they stray within the tidal 
tidal radius lead to an effective cutoff of the distribution 
function at the energy E min - LEcrit • In its turn, this 
leads to a radial dependence of the star density in the 
region rt<r«rcru of the form n(r)a:r-1/Z• Thus, the 
n(r) a: r-714 density cusp is restricted to the region rcrlt 
«r«rh , and becomes flatter for r<rcrit. In the case 
r crit ~ rh, there is no such density peak in the stars at 
all since they do not accumulate on bound orbits. In this 
case, the flow rate of stars through the tidal sphere is 
determined by the unbound stars [see (41)]. 

In real globular clusters with characteristic parame
ters nc - 5.104 pc-3 and r c -1 pc, it follows from (37) that 
the condition rcru «rh can be satisfied only if M» 103M" 
But the interpretation of the x-ray bursters in globular 
clusters as black holes leads to the estimate M-1OZ-
103M~ of the black hole massYZl Thus, even if an nCr) 
a: r -7/4 cusp is present, it will be weak. [13] This circum
stance will make it much harder to find massive black 
holes in globular clusters on the basis of an excess in 
the star density in the central parts of the clusters. 

We are very grateful to A. V. Gurevich for helpful 
discussions. 

APPENDIX 

Calculation of the Coefficient R~' in Eq. (28) 

In accordance with (25), 

R," = _f-J d3f}'!!"''!!'''J d'p' w'mf'. 
(2rr)' ap' apm 

(A.1) 

We find first the tensor 
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(A. 2) 

where wlm are given by the expression (6), in the inte
grand. We make the calculations in a spherical coordi
nate system (the z axis is along the momentum p) in 
which WI ... is diagonal. We ignore the anisotropy of f' 
since W lm depends on I' integrally •. Integrating with 
respect to cp and e, we obtain 

I (p')-', p'>p 

8rrmJ W"=W"=a=- f'1"dp'· 3 1 ( p") 
3 -- f--, p'<p 

, 2 p 3p' 

(A. 3) 

W"=a-b '.;, 8rrm J f' "d '.{ (p') -I, 1'>p. 
3 p P, (1')',-', p'<p (A. 4) 

In an arbitrary coordinate system, W lm can then be 
written in the form 

(A. 5) 

Substituting this expression in (A. 1) and gOing over from 
integration with respect to p' to integration with respect 
to the energy E', we obtain 

1 (I' ) R 2Z=~Jd'f}1" a-b-
, (2rr) , P'1" ' (A. 6) 

where 

I' 8rr" p' 3 1 p" 
a-b-,., =-m'{Jf(E')dE'--[( 1---) 

p-r' 3, p 2 3 p' 

'1 /'1. -
-(1-:,) p'1"]+Jf(E')dE'}; /C=max(U,Em .. ). (A.7) 

" 
Since we are interested in the energy range E<Ecrlh 

in which the distribution function decreases rapidly to 
zero with decreasing E as a result of the angular mo
mentum diffusion of the star orbits, the first term in 
(A. 7) for E<Ecru is always less than or at the most of 
the same order as the second term, and can therefore 
be neglected in an estimate of the flow rate. Further, 
instead of integrating with respect to the angular varia
bles .a"', we integrate with respect to r, 01, cpo The Ja
cobian of the transition is 

a (f}I, f}', f}') 

a(r,a, <p) 

f sin a f 
-,----:----,~.".. 

g'" (sin'a-I,'/I')'" v, ' 
(A. 8) 

where Vr is the radial component of the velocity andg 1/2 

is determined by the expression (23). After the integra
tion in (A.6), we finally obtain 

R " ... ~m' (GMm)' jf(E')dE'[f-~-I'-] 
• 3 lEI E 5 1:n •• (E) , 

(A. 9) 

~here J~a.:(E) is determined by Eq. (29). 

Note added in proof (September 23, 1977). 1. The 
distribution of stars around a black hole in the opposite 
limiting ease (black 'hole mass large compared with the 
mass of the surrounding stellar system) has been ob
tained in our note in Pis'ma Astron. Zh. 3, 391 (1977) 
[Sov. Astron. Letters 3, 209 (1977)]. 
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2. The interaction of stars with extended gas clouds
the products of the disruption of stars in tidal or colli·· 
sional interactions-leads to an even more rapid filling 
of the loss cone with stars, i. e., it increases their flow 
through the tidal sphere. This can be further enhanced 
by the collective interaction of stars, the importance of 
which has been pointed out by A. M. Fridman. These 
questions warrant a separate investigation. 

llFor bound stars with orbits lying within the radius rcoll 

""r*M/m, at which the kinetic energy of a star -GMm/r is 
comparable with its binding energy - Gm2 /r *' disruption as 
a result of direct collisions of stars may become an impor
tant process. [2J However, comparison of rcoll and rorlt (Eq. 
(37» shows that in real clusters roall < rerlt, i. e., a star re·· 
mains in the region r < r coli for only a small fraction of the 
time and collisions of stars, being very rare, will not change 
the dependence n(r) in the region r<reall' 
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Self-similar motions of a photon gas and the Friedmann 
model 
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Self-similar motions of a gas with equation of state p = (/3 are considered. It is shown that all solutions 
with a weak discontinuity have a nonsingular horizon. The Friedmann solution belongs to a one-parameter 
family of solutions that are continuous at the symmetry center; these are described. The solutions with 
strong shock waves correspond to the problem of initial focusing of the gas toward the center in the case 
of a supercritical intensity of the discontinuity. The results of qualitative and numerical investigations of 
the corresponding dynamical system are presented. New cosmological solutions with strong and weak 
discontinuities are obtained. 

PACS numbers: 98.80.-k 

In the early stages in the expansion of the Universe, 
the dominant contribution to the matter energy was made 
by electromagnetic radiation, which follows almost un·· 
ambiguously from the discovery of the microwave black
body radiation with temperature 2.83 OK. [1J The sim
plest model of a radiation-filled Universe-the Fried
mann-Lemaftre model with flat comoving space-admits 
a simple analytic expression for the metric and the en
ergy density in Lagrangian coordinates[2]: 

ds'=d-r'-TUo[dR'+R'(dS'+sin' Sd<p')], 

e=3c'/32nGT'. 
(1.1) 

This is a self-similar (similarity) solution. It is 
therefore natural to consider the status of the Fried
mann solution among the other self_similar spherically 
symmetric solutions and also study the physical and 
analytic properties of other self-similar solUtions, in
cluding those with shock waves. 

In the present paper, spherically symmetric self-sim
ilar motions are studied in the orthogonal coordinate 
system of an observer: 

ds'=c'e'dt'-e'dr'-r' (dS'+sin' Sd<p'). (1. 2) 

Self-similar spherical motions of a gravitating gas in the 
framework of general relativity were conSidered for the 
first time by Skripkin. [3] Because of a not entirely for
tuitous choice of the variables, the correct conditions 
on the gas-dynamic shock waves in the framework of 
general relativity lacked the simplicity of these condi
tions in special relativity, [2] but Skripkin succeeded in 
deriving a condition on the discontinuity after which the 
gas goes over into a state of rest: E =3(7xr 2t 1• Skrip
kin reduced· Einstein's equations to an equation of second 
order with radicals. [3] From the fixed velocity of the 
shock wave, he calculated the parameters of the gas after 
the discontinuity and used these data to construct numer-
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